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In the 1980s the development of the doubly labelled water (DLW) technique made it
possible to determine the validity of dietary assessment methods using external,
independent markers of intake in free-living populations. Since then, the accuracy of
self-reported energy intake (EI) has been questioned on a number of occasions as
under-reporting has been found to be prevalent in many different populations. This
paper is a review of investigations using the DLW technique in conjunction with self-
reported EI measures in groups including adults, children and adolescents, obese
persons, athletes, military personnel and trekking explorers. In studies where a person
other than the subject is responsible for recording dietary intake, such as parents of
young children, EI generally corresponds to DLW determined energy expenditure.
However, in instances where the subjects themselves report their intake, EI is
generally under-reported when compared with energy expenditure. It was originally
believed that this phenomenon of under-reporting was linked to increased adiposity
and body size, however, it is now apparent that other factors, such as dietary restraint
and socio-economic status, are also involved. This paper therefore aims to present a
more comprehensive picture of under-reporting by tying in the findings of many DLW
studies with other studies focusing particularly on the characteristics and mechanisms
for under-reporting. Awareness of these characteristics and mechanisms will enable
researchers to obtain more accurate self-reports of EI using all dietary recording
techniques.

Self-reported energy intake: Doubly labelled water: Energy expenditure: Under-reporting

The ability to assess the energy intake of a person or group
of subjects accurately is of vital importance in many areas
of nutrition, clinical medicine, human biology and sports
science. The importance lies within the fact that in many
instances dietary intake data, collected from a representa-
tive sample of apparently normal, healthy individuals, is
used as a guide to estimate the nutritional requirements of
the general population (Committee on Dietary Allowances,
Food and Nutrition Board, 1980). Thus, measurements of
energy intake (EI) are often used to determine the
minimum intake of energy or a specific nutrient that is

the requirement to maintain normal body function and
health. The use of measures of EI is not restricted to the
general population, however, with many studies using
dietary assessment techniques to determine the energy
requirements of special populations, for example, in disease
states such as cystic fibrosis (Anthony et al. 1998; Collins
et al. 1998; Reilly et al. 1999). A further use for dietary
information is in nutrient balance investigations where
measured nutritional status is expressed in relation to
reported dietary intake. Previous investigations into the EI,
and thus requirements, of certain groups have been based
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on the assumption that the various dietary reporting
techniques are valid and accurate (Morgan et al. 1978;
Jain et al. 1980; Silman, 1980; Bingham et al. 1982).

The several methods available for obtaining information
regarding dietary intake can be divided into three general
categories, notably: (1) recall of foods eaten, (2) diet
histories or retrospective questionnaires, and (3) diet
records (Morgan et al. 1978; Barrett-Connor, 1991). Diet
recalls are designed to quantitatively assess recent nutrient
intake and usually involve the recollection of all foods
consumed during the previous 24 h (Morgan et al. 1978).
This method however, is not representative of habitual
intake, which is often of interest in studies of diet and
health (Barrett-Connor, 1991). In contrast, diet histories
and food-frequency questionnaires provide better estimates
of usual or habitual diet and dietary patterns at the group
level, however, there are problems associated with recall,
seasonality (Barrett-Connor, 1991) and their ability to
identify individual differences in EI (Gibson, 1990). Diet
records, involving the weighing or quantifying (usually in
household measures) of all food and drink consumed over a
period typically ranging from 3 to 7 d, has often been
considered the most accurate and precise method of dietary
assessment (Gibson, 1990; Barrett-Connor, 1991). How-
ever, the need to weigh and record intake over several days
can be seen as tedious and time consuming and thus is often
associated with poor compliance and/or an alteration of the
diet during the recording period (Barrett-Connor, 1991;
Black et al. 1993).

Until the 1980s it was not possible to determine the
validity of dietary assessment methods using external,
independent markers of intake in free-living populations.
The development of the doubly labelled water (DLW)
technique (Schoeller & van Santen, 1982; Coward et al.
1985), however, using the stable isotopes 2H and 18O to
measure CO2 production rate and hence energy expenditure
(EE), has since made it possible to validate EI measures
such as dietary records. This is based on the fundamental
principal of energy metabolism that states EE and EI are
equal under conditions of stable body weight and
composition (Schoeller, 1990). Consequently, it has since
been demonstrated that EI assessed via self-reported diet
records are often underestimated by the reporter (Living-
stone et al. 1992). This conclusion has been drawn from
studies investigating many different groups of subjects
including children and adolescents (Livingstone et al.
1992), adults (Livingstone et al. 1990), athletes (Westerterp
et al. 1986) and obese individuals (Prentice et al. 1986).

The reasons behind the underestimation of dietary intake
are not well known (Mertz et al. 1991), however, several
studies have suggested a link between increased adiposity
and under-reporting (Heitmann, 1993; Crawley & Summer-
bell, 1997; Lafay et al. 1997). It has further been suggested
that poor body image and weight consciousness also play a
significant role. Heitmann (1993), Crawley & Summerbell
(1997) and Lafay et al. (1997) all conclude that inaccurate
reports of EI appear to be an artifact of dieting and dietary
restraint rather than adiposity alone.

As an underestimation of the diet consumed will lead to
false conclusions when attempting to establish the nutri-
tional requirements of a certain group, it is therefore

important that populations at risk of under-reporting be
identified (Black et al. 1993; Hill & Davies, 1999). This
present review will therefore discuss the findings of recent
research regarding the underestimation of nutritional intake
in various groups of subjects and the role of DLW in
discovering the phenomenon. Although Black et al.
published a similar review in 1993, the use of the DLW
technique has increased and thus there is much new data
that should be addressed, especially with respect to more
active populations.

The validation of energy intake using doubly labelled
water

EI may be defined as the energy content of the food
consumed in a daily diet that is subsequently available for
metabolism (Seale & Rumpler, 1997). EE is the mechanical
work performed by the body and the heat released to
sustain life and lifestyle. The principle behind the
validation of measures of EI using measures of EE is that
of energy balance. Energy balance occurs when EI equals
EE under conditions of stable body weight (McArdle et al.
1985). If EI is not matched by EE then energy balance no
longer exists and change in body weight will result. Thus, if
EI exceeds EE, a positive energy balance results and excess
energy will be stored as body fat (adipose tissue).
Alternatively, when EI is in deficit with respect to EE,
that is, negative, body weight will be lost. Thus, due to this
fundamental principle of energy metabolism the energy
requirements of certain populations may be determined
from either EI or EE. Basiotis et al. (1987) suggest a
`precise' estimate of EI is one that, 95 % of the time, is
within 10 % of the true intake of a group. Due to the lack of
a better alternative prior to the development of the DLW
technique for human subjects and the low cost associated
with dietary assessment methods in comparison with DLW,
there has previously been greater usage of EI to determine
dietary recommendations in large studies of nutrition and
health. Unfortunately, as will be outlined later, the accuracy
of these methods is doubtful in many populations.

Evidence of under-reporting

In recent years, numerous studies comparing self-reported
EI with EE assessed via DLW have emerged in the
literature. From this growing body of research it is now
apparent that there is a generalized under-reporting of food
intake in many subject groups ranging from children and
teenagers to the elderly. This phenomenon is also prevalent
in many special groups including obese individuals,
athletes, military personnel and trekking explorers.

Tables accompany the section following as there are a
large number of studies validating self-reports of EI using
the DLW technique. Table 1 includes investigations of self-
reported intake and DLW measured EE in adults and
Tables 2±4 contain studies of children and adolescents,
obese subjects, and athletes, respectively. Where possible,
the EE reported in the tables are those adjusted for changes
in body weight over the study period rather than the
subjects actual EE.
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Table 1. Previous research investigating the self-reported energy intake of adults compared with energy expenditure measured using doubly
labelled water

Author Subjects EI method EI (MJ/d) EE (MJ/d) % Difference*

Bathalon et al.
(2000)

60 F classified
as RE (mean age
60 years; n 26)
and URE (mean
age 59 years; n 34)

FFQ, three 24 h
recalls and 7 d WR

URE
8´30 (WR)
7´60 (24 h)
7´40 (FFQ)
RE
7´10 (WR)
6´60 (24 h)
6´50 (FFQ)

URE²
8´52 (WR)
8´44 (24 h)
8´64 (FFQ)
RE²
8´12 (WR)
8´11 (24 h)
8´23 (FFQ)

URE
+7 % (WR)
22 % (24 h)
28 % (FFQ)
RE
26 % (WR)
213 % (24 h)
214 % (FFQ)

Black et al.
(1997)

18 F aged 50±65
years; 27 M aged
55±87 years

4 d weighed record in
each season
(total 16 d)

8´30 F
10´06 M
9´34 total

9´50 F
11´67 M
10´78 total

211 % F
212 % M
211 % total

Clark et al.
(1994)

12 F divided into LG
and SML eaters aged
27±51 years

5 d weighed record 10´49 (LG)
5´89 (SML)

8´48 (LG)
10´82 (SML)

+19 % (LG)
246 % (SML)

Goran &
Poehlman (1992)

6 F and 7 M aged
56±78 years
(mean 67 years)

3 d food record 5´99 (F)
9´73 (M)
8´00 (total)

8´75 (F)
11´19 (M)
10´07 (total)

231 % (F)
212 % (M)
221 % (total)

Howat et al.
(1994)

44 F divided into C
(n 26) and EXP
(n 18) groups aged
18±50 years

14 d food records;
pre and post 24 h
recalls³. C, food model
training; EXP, models
and photographs

7´74 (C)
8´43 (EXP)
8´03 (total)

9´92 (C)
10´63 (EXP)
10´21 (total)

222 % (C)
221 % (EXP)
221 % (total)

Johnson et al.
(1994)k

81 M aged 56±78 years;
56 F aged 56±81 years

3 d food record 9´84 (M)
7´13 (F)

11´14 (M)
9´33 (F)

212 % (M)
224 % (F)

Johnson et al.
(1998)

35 low-income females
aged 19±46 years

Four multiple-pass 24 h
recalls (two by phone
and two in person)

9´19 11´23 217 %

Jones et al.
(1997)

29 women aged 49
years

7 d weighed record 7´08 9´56 226 %

Kroke et al.
(1999)

28 males and females
aged 35±67 years

3 x 24 h recalls/season
(total 12)³;
self-administered
FFQ

9´05 (FFQ) 11´23 (FFQ) 222 % (FFQ)

Livingstone
et al. (1990)

16 M, 15 F aged 17±54
years (mean 32 years
for M, 36 years for F)

7 d weighed record 11´21 M
8´00 F
9´66 total

14´23 M
9´93 F
12´15 total

219 % M
218 % F
220 % total

Martin et al.
(1996)

29 women aged 49
years

7 d weighed record 6´98 9´00 220 %

Pannemans &
Westerterp (1993)

17 M aged 72 years;
11 F aged 67 years
assigned to DR
or DQ groups

n 16 filled in a 4 d WR;
n 12 DQ. Subjects
re-fed self-reported
EI during DLW
measurement

10´09 WR
9´29 DQ

10´13 WR
9´25 DQ

0 % WR
0 % DQ

Prentice et al.
(1986)

13 lean F aged
26±40 years
(mean 29 years)

7 d weighed record 8´16 7´99 +2 %

Reilly et al. (1993) 11 F aged 68±79
years
(mean 73 years)

3 d weighed record 6´71 9´21 227 %

Riumallo et al.
(1989)

6 M aged 20±32 years
(mean 27 years) less
than 90 % ideal weight
for height

Consecutive 24 h
recalls for 7 d over two
periods (validated by
written record)

11´21 11´36 21 %

Rothenberg et al.
(1998)

9 F and 3 M mean age
73 years

Diet history 8´62 9´90 212 %
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Adults

Using a subsample of the Northern Ireland Diet and Health
Study, Livingstone et al. (1990) found under-reporting in
both adult men (n 16) and women (n 15). The authors
assessed EI via a 7 d weighed record during the 14 d
measurement of EE using DLW and found a significant
difference between intake and expenditure in both sexes,
with a mean bias to under-reporting of 219 % and 218 %
EI in men and women respectively. However, when the
subjects were divided into tertiles of the reported EI, that is,
low, middle and high EI groups, it was found that the bias
toward under-reporting was not uniform across tertiles.
Both male and female subjects in the lowest and middle
thirds of EI were found to under-report, however, those
comprising the top third of the group showed good

agreement with expenditure. This suggests there is
differential reporting within populations.

Further studies investigating the nutritional habits of
adults have also detected the underestimation of habitual
intake. Martin et al. (1996), in a study of women
participating in a long-term dietary-intervention trial to
determine the incidence of breast cancer, found a bias of
over 20 % towards the under-reporting of food intake.
Similarly, Seale & Rumpler (1997) found nineteen adult
male and female subjects under-recorded their intake by
23 %. These values are also in accordance with other
studies of adults using various methods to assess dietary
intake (Sawaya et al. 1996; Jones et al. 1997; Johnson et al.
1998; Kroke et al. 1999).

In an attempt to determine whether training would
improve the accuracy of dietary recording, Howat et al.

Table 1. continued

Author Subjects EI method EI (MJ/d) EE (MJ/d) % Difference*

Sawaya et al.
(1996)

10 F aged 25 years (Y)
and 10 F aged 74
years (O)

7 d WR; two 24 h
recalls; and two FFQ
(Willett, F1 and the
Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research
Centre (FHCRC), F2)

Y
7´96 (WR)
8´51 (24 h)
7´89 (F1)
6´78 (F2)

O
5´85 (WR)
5´66 (24 h)
7´41 (F1)
5´66 (F2)

Y
9´82

O
7´52

Y
219 % (WR)
213 % (24 h)
216 % (F1)
229 % (F2)

O
222 % (WR)
216 % (24 h)
+ 7 % (F1)
216 % (F2)

Schulz et al.
(1989)

4 M and 2 F aged 20±30
years (mean 24 years)

14 d weighed record 13´28 13´28 +1 %

Seale & Rumpler
(1997)

11 F aged 52 years and
8 M aged 50 years

7 d weighed record 7´88 (F)
8´96 (M
8´34 (total)

9´57 (F)
12´91 (M)
10´97 (total)

218 % (F)
230 % (M)
223 % (total)

Singh et al.
(1989)

4 F aged 27 years
(NPNL) and 9
lactating F aged
23 years (L)

11 d weighed record 6´05 (NPNL) 4´24 (L) 12´17 (NPNL)
10´40 (L)

250 % (NPNL)
259 % (L)

Taren et al.
(1999)

37 F aged 44 years 3 d food records after
45 min training with
food models

8´25 9´33 212 %

Tomoyasu et al.
(1999)

39 M aged 70 years;
43 F aged 68 years

3 d weighed record 6´86 (F)
8´73 (M)

8´35 (F)
11´30 (M)

218 % (F)
223 % (M)

Velthuis-te Wierik
et al. (1995)

Subgroup of 8 M aged
35±50 years (mean 43
years) in an intervention
study

7 d food record 11´80 (before
intervention)

14´30 (before
intervention)

217 % (before
intervention)

Westerterp et al.
(1996)

9 F, 10 M assigned FF
diet group; 8 F, 10 M
assigned to RF diet
group, aged 20±35 years

Four 3 d food records
over 6 months

FF: 6 month report
11´00 (M)
9´20 (F)
10´10 (total)
RF: 6 month report
10´40 (M)
9´10 (F)
9´80 (total)

FF: 6 month
report
14´30 (M)
10´80 (F)
12´70 (total)
RF: 6 month
report
13´00 (M)
11´50 (F)
12´20 (total)

FF: 6 month
report
221 % (M)
215 % (F)
220 % (total)
RF: 6 month
report
220 % (M)
216 % (F)
221 % (total)

EI, energy intake; EE, energy expenditure; RE, restrained eater; URE, unrestrained eater; FFQ, food-frequency questionnaire; WR, weighed record; M, male; F,
female; LG, large; SML, small; C, control; EXP, experimental; DQ, dietary questionnaire; DLW, doubly labelled water; Y, young; O, Old; NPNL, non-pregnant non-
lactating; L, lactating; FF, full fat; RF, reduced fat.

* Values correspond to EI as a function of EE. Thus, a negative value indicates under-reporting.
² A different total EE is given for each EI method due to the use of the corresponding EI method's RER in the EE calculation.
³ Indicates results not given.
k EE determined from prediction equation developed using DLW.
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(1994) studied forty-four women, previously identified as
being restrained eaters or disinhibitors, aged between 18
and 50 years. The eighteen subjects allocated to the
experimental group were trained with a combination of
food models and life-size food photographs, however, the
twenty-six in the control group were trained with food
models only. The ability of the subject groups to estimate
food portions was tested both before training and 3 and
11 d after training. Although the percentage errors of
estimation decreased across the three tests, both groups

overestimated portion sizes. In effect, this would result in a
greater self-reported EI when compared with EE. However,
over the same period, subjects' EI was assessed by two
unannounced 24 h recalls (one before and one after
training) and 14 d food records. Both groups still under-
reported their EI as compared with their DLW measured
EE by 22 % and 21 % for the control and experimental
subjects, respectively. The authors speculated that in
contrast to the food recording period, as the subjects did
not consume the foods during the portion tests, other

Table 2. Previous research investigating the self-reported energy intake of children and adolescents compared with energy expenditure
measured using doubly labelled water

Author Subjects EI method EI (MJ/d) EE (MJ/d) % Difference*

Bandini et al.
(1990)

14 M and 14 F
aged 12±18 years

2 week food
record

9´00 11´53 220 %

Bandini et al.
(1997)

109 F aged
8±12 years

7 d food
record

7´00 8´03 212 %

Bandini et al.
(1999)

10 M and 12 F
aged 12±18 years
(mean 15 years)

14 d food
record

9´00 11´71 222 %

Barden et al.
(2000)

29 children with
SCD and 23 Con
(mean age 11 years)

3 d weighed
record by subjects
and caretakers

7´62 (SCD)
7´95 (Con)

7´21 (SCD)
8´10 (Con)

+6 %
22 %

Bratteby et al.
(1998)

25 M and 25 F
mean age 15 years

7 d weighed
record

11´40 (M)
8´28 (F)

13´82 (M)
10´70 (F)

218 % (M)
222 % (F)

Champagne
et al. (1996)

11 AA, F (n 5) and
M (n 6); 12 C,
F (n 6) and M (n 6)
of mean age 11´4 years

8 d food
record (lunch recorded
by nutritionist)

6´40 (AA;F)
6´95 (AA;M)
8´49 (C;F)
8´82 (C;M)

9´54 (AA;F)
11´59 (AA;M)
9´67 (C;F)
10´33 (C;M)

233 % (AA;F)
240 % (AA;M)
212 % (C;F)
215 % (C;M)

Champagne
et al. (1998)

56 AA, F (n 27) and
M (n 29); 62 C,
F (n 31) and M (n 31)
of mean age 10 years

8 d food
record (lunch recorded
by nutritionist and
parental assistance for
other meals and snacks)

6´50 (AA;F)
7´54 (AA;M)
7´16 (C;F)
8´81 (C;M)

9´02 (AA;F)
10´62 (AA;M)
9´66 (C;F)
10´77 (C;M)

226 % (AA;F)
228 % (AA;M)
224 % (C;F)
217 % (C;M)

Davies et al.
(1994)

81 children aged
1´5±4´5 years

4 d weighed record
completed by parent

4´77 4´93 23 %

Johnson et al.
(1996)

12 M and 12 F aged
4±7 years

Three multiple-pass
24 h recalls

6´31 (M)
6´68 (F)
6´50 (total)

7´02 (M)
6´43 (F)
6´72 (total)

210 % (M)
+4 % (F)
23 % (total)

Kaskoun et al.
(1994)

22 M and 23 F aged
4´2±6´9 years

Willett FFQ completed
by parent

9´13 (M)
9´11 (F)
9´12 (total)

5´84 (M)
5´63 (F)
5´74 (total)

+56 % (M)
+62 % (F)
+59 % (total)

Livingstone et al.
(1992)

41 M and 37 F aged
3±18 years divided into
age groups

Diet histories (DH)
in all age groups;
7 d WR aged 7±18
years

DH
5´91
6´55
8´48
9´28
11´95
11´62
12´83

WR
N/A
N/A
8´19
8´45
9´36
9´08
9´28

5´26 (3 years)
6´09 (5 years)
7´62 (7 years)
8´78 (9 years)
10´54 (12 years)
11´71 (15 years)
13´50 (18 years)

DH
+12 %
+8 %
+11 %
+6 %
+13 %
+1 %
22 %

WR
N/A
N/A
+7 %
23 %
211 %
222 %
227 %

Stallings et al.
(1996)

61 SQCP and 37 Con
aged 2±18 years
(mean 9 years SQCP
and 6 years Con)

3 d weighed
record

5´83 (SQCP)
6´63 (Con)

4´03 (SQCP)
6´93 (Con)

+45 % (SQCP)
22 % (Con)

EI, energy intake; EE, energy expenditure; M, male; F, female; SCD, sickle cell disease; Con, control; AA, African-American; C, Caucasian; FFQ, food-frequency
questionnaire; DH, diet history; WR, weighed record; N/A, not available; SQCP, spastic quadriplegic cerebral palsy.

* Values correspond to EI as a function of EE. Thus, a negative value indicates under-reporting.
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Table 3. Previous research investigating the self-reported energy intake of obese persons compared with energy expenditure measured using
doubly labelled water

Author Subjects EI method EI (MJ/d) EE (MJ/d) % Difference*

Bandini et al.
(1990)

14 M and 13 F
obese adolescents
aged 12±18 years

2-week food record 7´26 14´18 246 %

Bandini et al.
(1999)

10 M and 11 F obese
adolescents aged 12±18
years (mean 14 years)

14 d food record 7´39 13´87 245 %

Black et al.
(1995)

1 M and 10 F post-obese
adults aged 21±51 years

21 d weighed record
(half traditional method
and half PETRA
cassette system)

7´16 9´73 227 %

Buhl et al.
(1995)²

10 obese adults of mean
age 39 years

14 d food record 4´26² 10´34² 259 %
Total group 27 %

Goris et al.
(2000)³

30 obese M, mean age
44 years

7 d food record 10´40³ 16´70 237 % (26 %
under-eating;
12 % under-recording)

Lichtman et al.
(1992)

16 obese diet resistant
adults aged 48 years
Group 1 (n 10) experimental;
Group 2 (n 6) control

14 d weighed record 4´30(Group 1)
7´09 (Group 2)

8´71 (Group 1)
9´98 (Group 2)

247 % (Group 1)
219 % (Group 2)

Prentice et al.
(1986)

9 obese F aged 23±38
years (mean age 29 years)

Two 7 d weighed records 8´28 10´22 219 %

EI, energy intake; EE, energy expenditure; M, male; F, female.
* Values correspond to EI as a function of EE. Thus, a negative value indicates under-reporting.
² Values (MJ/d) not given for entire study population (one subject excluded due to overestimation of EI compared with EE).
³ EI adjusted for changes in body weight not reported (authors state 12 % under-reporting after adjustment).

Table 4. Previous research investigating the self-reported energy intake of athletes compared with energy expenditure measured using doubly
labelled water

Author Subjects EI method EI (MJ/d) EE (MJ/d) % Difference*

Branth et al.
(1996)

6 M offshore
racing sailors

No individual data.
Food inventory
averaged for crew
members

17´10 19´30 211 %

Davies et al.
(1997)²

6 M and 6 F young
Chinese gymnasts

4 d weighed record 7´30 8´39 213 %

Edwards et al.
(1993)

9 F endurance
runners

7 d food diary 8´53 12´51 232 %

Haggarty et al.
(1988)

4 elite F
runners

21 d weighed diet
record

9´70 14´61 234 %

Hill & Davies
(1999)

11 F classical
ballet dancers

4 d weighed record 10´19 12´98 221 %

Schulz et al.
(1992)

9 F elite distance
runners

6 d diet record 10´28 11´82 213 %

SjoÈdin et al.
(1994)

4 F and 4 M cross-
country skiers

5 d weighed record (F),
4 d weighed record (M)

18´20 (F)
30´20 (M)

18´30 (F)
30´20 (M)

21 % (F)
0 % (M)

Trappe et al.
(1997)

5 elite F swimmers 2 d diet record 13´10 23´4 243 %

Westerterp et al.
(1986)

5 M cyclists during
the Tour de France

Food diary kept over
3 weeks

24´50 (week 1)
26´30 (week 2)
23´20 (week 3)

29´40 (week 1)
36´00 (week 2)
35´70 (week 3)

213 % (week 1)
221 % (week 2)
235 % (week 3)

EI, energy intake; EE, energy expenditure; M, male; F, female.
* Values correspond to EI as a function of EE. Thus, a negative value indicates under-reporting.
² Diet recording assisted by dietitians.
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factors, such as what they thought the size of the portion
should be, did not bias their perception of portion size. This
phenomenon of persistent under-reporting even with
training was also documented by Taren et al. (1999).
These authors used three-dimensional food models, serving
utensils, plates, bowls and other commonly used measures
for estimating portion sizes during a 45 min training
session. However, EI was still underestimated by 12 % in
their female subject group.

To date, there have been several investigations dealing
with the energy metabolism of people who consider
themselves `small-eaters' or `large-eaters' but are of
normal and static weight (Morgan et al. 1982; McNeill
et al. 1989; Clark et al. 1992, 1993). These studies reported
that compared with weight matched `small-eaters', `large-
eaters' consumed on average nearly twice as much energy
per d. As a result of this finding it was suggested that the
`small-eaters' were more metabolically efficient than the
`larger eaters'. By using DLW to measure EE it was,
however, shown that this was not in fact the case but that
under-reporting was prevalent in the `small-eaters' group.
In a study by Clark et al. (1994), in comparison with the
`large-eaters' who overestimated their intake by 19 %, the
`small-eaters' under-reported their EI by 46 %.

The theory of `metabolic efficiency' has also been used
to explain the low self-reported intakes of persons in
developing nations. Previous reports of EI in non-pregnant,
non-lactating Gambian women suggested that these indivi-
duals had a reduced energy requirement (Prentice, 1984),
however, DLW studies have since shown that this is not the
case (Singh et al. 1988, 1989). It was found that EE
expressed either as a multiple of resting metabolic rate or as
a function of fat-free mass, did not give evidence of
reduced energy needs, as it was slightly elevated compared
with similar women in developed countries. In addition,
these studies found the persistence of low reported food
intakes in these women but only minimal changes in body
weight, indicating the significant under-reporting of EI.

The misrepresentation of the food consumed also occurs
in older adults and elderly people. Pannemans & Wester-
terp (1993) conducted a study in the elderly where subjects
reported their dietary intake via either a 4 d diet record or
diet questionnaire and were then subsequently fed their
reported intake for 3 weeks. Energy requirements,
assessed using DLW, were found to be greater in both
groups and consequently weight loss occurred during the re-
feeding period due to the subjects being in negative energy
balance.

Reilly et al. (1993) used a 3 d diet record to obtain data
regarding the EI of ten healthy elderly women aged 68±79
years. Self-reported EI was found to be 27 % lower than
EE, measured over 14 d, and there was no change in body
weight over the study period. When the authors expressed
their subjects' reported EI as a ratio to BMR, six out of the
ten subjects had values , 1´27. According to the Food and
Agriculture Organization/World Health Organization/
United Nations University (1985) a value of 1´27 is merely
a survival requirement and as such, does not take into
account activities of daily life such as food preparation,
personal hygiene routines or the energy required to earn
a living. Hence, values , 1´27 are physiologically

implausible with respect to long-term health and thus,
cannot be representative of habitual intake.

Although to a smaller extent than other studies, under-
reporting was also encountered by Black et al. (1997) in
their validation of energy and nitrogen intake of older
adults against 24 h urinary nitrogen excretion and DLW
assessed EE. As a group, the subjects, aged 50±87 years,
misrepresented their food intake by 11 %, with males and
females not differing substantially in their degree of under-
reporting. Correspondingly, Rothenberg et al. (1998) found
under-reporting of EI of 12 % in their combined gender
subject pool. Their aim was to investigate the validity of a
diet history when compared with EE measured using DLW.

In contrast, Johnson et al. (1994) found differential
reporting between sexes in their study participants. Their
subjects were of similar age to Black et al. (1997) (56±81
years), however, while males under-reported by 12 %,
women participants showed greater misrepresentation and
underestimated their intake by 24 %. However, Johnson
et al. (1994) did not use DLW to measure the EE of their
subjects but rather, a prediction equation developed using
DLW by Goran & Poehlman (1992). The Goran &
Poehlman study was conducted on six women and seven
men (56±78 years) and resulted in the derivation of
prediction equations for energy requirements based on
maximal O2 uptake and the energy cost of leisure time
activity. It is questionable however, whether an equation
developed using such a small sample size is representative
of the larger population. Goran & Poehlman indicate that
this is a limitation of their equations and state the purpose
of the equations is to allow the comparison of data from
future studies. Johnson et al. (1994) argue the use of the
aforementioned prediction equation was appropriate as
their sample was physiologically and geographically
similar to the original sample from which the equation
was generated.

Sawaya et al. (1996), interested in determining if
different groups exhibited a similar bias to under-reporting,
studied the self-reported intakes of healthy older and
younger women using four commonly employed intake
methods while simultaneously measuring EE via DLW.
The subjects, of mean age 25´2 years for the younger group
and 74´0 years for the older group, completed a 7 d
weighed record during which their EE was also measured
over 7 d. Once at the commencement, and again at the end
of this period, subjects were administered a 24 h recall, two
different food-frequency questionnaires and a questionnaire
that assessed the extent of dietary restraint. In both groups,
self-reported EI was less than EE for all methods except
measurement one of the Willett food-frequency question-
naire in older women. There was no significant difference
between the two age groups for any of the methods used to
obtain EI information. The authors however, do state that
the effects of age may have not been apparent due to their
small subject pool and that further studies are needed to
determine if a real bias exists.

A further finding of the Sawaya et al. (1996) study was
that the second assessments of EI, taken after the 7 d
weighed intake period, were lower than the first, suggesting
that the process of recording food consumption was
associated with a subsequent decrease in reported dietary
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intake. The authors propose that this was probably the
result of under-eating due to the subjects' small loss of
body weight over the study interval. However, as the mean
weight loss was less than would be expected if a change in
diet was the sole source of the difference between the
measurements, the authors postulate that it is more likely to
be due to a combination of both under-eating and under-
reporting. Increased self-consciousness about the foods
consumed over the weighing period may have manifested
itself in under-reporting.

Children and adolescents

There is increasing evidence to show that dietary habits
formed early in life have a considerable impact on long-
term health status (Blair et al. 1996; O'Neil et al. 1997;
Buttriss 1999; Power et al. 1999). Thus, the adequacy of
the diets of children and adolescents and accuracy in their
assessment is of vital importance. Research has previously
shown that in studies involving younger children where
dietary records are completed by a parent or guardian, good
agreement can be found between reported intake and DLW
measured EE (Livingstone et al. 1992; Davies et al. 1994;
Johnson et al. 1996), and in some instances, EI may even
be overestimated (Kaskoun et al. 1994). Studies investigat-
ing older children and adolescents however, where the onus
is on the child or adolescent to record intake, have again
shown a potential bias to under-reporting.

Livingstone et al. (1992) studied the dietary habits of
seventy-eight children and adolescents aged between 3 and
18 years using both weighed records and diet histories.
With respect to the 7 d weighed record, under-recording
was apparent in the age groups 12, 15 and 18 years with
differences of 211 %, 222 % and 227 %, respectively. In
these older age groups the responsibility for recording was
placed on the subjects rather than the parents, as for the
younger age groups. In contrast to the weighed record, the
diet history method showed good agreement, with a slight
tendency for overestimation, across all age groups whether
the subject or the parent completed the assessment. This
led the authors to the conclusion that diet histories overcame
the age-related reporting bias of weighed records at the
group level, however, with respect to the individual,
precision was still lacking.

In a group of twenty-three African-American and white
sixth-grade students of both sexes (mean age 11´4 years)
under-reporting was also found to be prevalent (Cham-
pagne et al. 1996). In this case, under-recording was found
to be higher in boys as a group and African-Americans as a
group. EI was 12 % and 15 % less than EE in white girls
and boys respectively, and 33 % and 40 % less in African-
American girls and boys respectively. An interesting
feature of this study was that the children's lunch intake
was recorded by a nutritionist. A further study by
Champagne et al. (1998) of 118 children (mean age 10
years) found similar results. Their subjects were divided
into categories according to ethnicity, sex, age and body fat
(i.e. lean, obese and distribution of fat), and their EI was
assessed using an 8 d diet record with parental assistance.
Again, compared with DLW measured EE, under-reporting
increased with increasing age in all groups and African-

American children under-reported their intake to a greater
extent than white children, with African-American boys
showing the largest degree of under-recording. The authors
state, however, that their findings were surprising as efforts
had been made to increase the accuracy of the dietary
intake data since their previous study.

Consistent with the bulk of the literature are findings by
Bandini et al. (1990). In twenty-eight lean adolescents of
mean age 14´4 years, self-reported EI was approximately
20 % less than DLW-measured EE. Even when reported
food intake was adjusted for changes in body weight it was
still significantly different from EE. In a further study by
Bandini et al. (1997), 109 preadolescent girls self-reported
EI 12 % lower than EE. As with the authors' previous study
(Bandini et al. 1990), the difference between EI and EE
increased with increasing age and total EE. Bandini et al.
(1997) suggest that cases of under-reporting by adolescents
may in part be due to the subject not wanting their parents
to know all the foods they have eaten and concern over
their parents having access to their diet records.

Bratteby et al. (1998) studied a similar age group to
Bandini et al. (1990) (mean age 15 years) in response to
suggestions that sedentary lifestyles with low EI and EE are
prevalent amongst Swedish children and adolescents.
Comparing EI assessed via a 7 d weighed record against
EE determined using DLW, the authors found the
adolescents' EI were not low but rather that they were
underestimated. EI was under-reported by 18 % for boys
and 22 % for girls. Under-reporting was additionally found
to be particularly apparent in subjects with increased body
fat content. Their results contradicted the previously held
beliefs of low EI, EE and physical activity in adolescents in
Sweden.

Obese populations

There is a vast body of literature addressing the energy
requirements of obese individuals. Within this literature
dietary intake records frequently indicate that obese
subjects generally consume less or the same amount of
energy than non-obese controls (Johnson et al. 1956;
Hampton et al. 1967; Baecke et al. 1983; Kromhout, 1983;
Braitman et al. 1985). This has perplexed many researchers
and led to the development of several explanations for the
persistence of a subject's obesity including the reduction of
one or more components of total EE (Ravussin et al. 1988;
Griffiths et al. 1990). DLW has, however, shone light on
the issue and linked the so-called low intake to under-
reporting.

One of the earliest papers to validate EI against EE
assessed the self-reported energy intake of obese persons
aged 29 years and compared it with EE measured via DLW
(Prentice et al. 1986). The authors matched obese subjects
with lean individuals of similar height, social class and
occupation and found that in contrast to the accurate
reporting of dietary intake in the lean individuals, obese
persons, on average, underestimated their food records by
19 %.

More recent research has shown similar results. Buhl
et al. (1995) and Lichtman et al. (1992) found a mean
underestimation of nutritional intake of 59 % and 47 %
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respectively, in adult obese subjects. It must be noted,
however, that the findings of Buhl et al. (1995) are reported
at both the group level (n 10) and without the inclusion of
one subject's data (shown earlier). In fact, the 10th subject
overestimated their EI by 12 %, and if all results are
included, the degree of under-reporting is reduced to 7 %.

Under-reporting has also been detected in obese
adolescents (Bandini et al. 1990). Comparison of EI from
a 2-week food diary with EE measured by DLW showed
that the obese teenagers studied were in negative energy
balance by 45 %. Further research by Bandini et al. (1999)
involved additional analysis of the data from the afore-
mentioned 1990 study to determine whether the consump-
tion of high-energy low-nutrient-dense foods was higher in
obese adolescents compared with non-obese. The results
indicated that the percentage of energy, after adjustment for
under-reporting, from high-energy foods did not differ
between the obese and non-obese adolescents studied and
thus, excess energy in the diet may come from a variety of
food sources, not only high-energy snacks.

It may therefore be assumed that the failure of most
obese subjects, both adults and adolescents included, to
lose weight despite a self-reported low dietary intake is
explained by the significant under-reporting of usual food
consumption.

The underestimation of habitual intake is also evident in
post-obese persons. Black et al. (1995) have reported
misrepresented EI compared with DLW assessed energy
requirements in these individuals. The authors used a 10 d
weighed record, the PETRA system of recording weight
and food description on cassette, and two diet histories
administered before and after the study. The results were
reported as a combination of all diet analysis methods and
it was found the post-obese subjects under-reported food
intake by a mean 27 %.

Athletes

For groups of individuals who regularly expend high
amounts of energy on a daily basis, adequate nutrition is a
primary concern. One such group of individuals are
endurance trained athletes. In the event of the under-
reporting of nutritional intakes in this group it is difficult to
accurately recommend energy requirements and thus both
health and performance may consequently suffer. Unfortu-
nately, the underestimation of EI is also widespread in this
population and thus is a pressing issue for sports scientists
working in this field.

Many investigations into the EI of athletes began as a
result of anecdotal and scientific reports that athletes were
able to take in small amounts of food in the face of high EE
because they were `metabolically efficient' (Mulligan &
Butterfield, 1990; Edwards et al. 1993). This concept has
already been mentioned previously and was, until the
advent of studies using DLW, a commonly held belief in
sports science. The theory has subsequently been dispelled
however, and the cause of the low EI linked to under-
reporting. Table 4 displays the results of frequently cited
papers outlining the underestimation of habitual intake in
athletes.

An extension to athletes under-reporting EI is that

exercise training itself has been shown to influence the
accuracy of dietary recording in healthy non-obese adults
and adolescents. Westerterp et al. (1992b) studied thirteen
men and women both at the beginning and end of a 40-
week endurance training intervention programme. All
subjects were previously not exercising and the initial
difference between the subjects' EI from a food record and
EE from DLW, both assessed over 7 d, was only 25 %.
However, by the end of the intervention period the
discrepancy between the measurements had risen to
219 %. Only 10 % of this difference could be accounted
for by under-eating as determined by changes in body
weight and thus, the remainder was associated with
under-reporting. Similarly, van Etten et al. (1997) found
under-reporting increased over the duration of an 18 week
weight-training programme. Their previously sedentary
male subjects initially under-reported EI by 21 %, but over
the course of the exercise programme this increased to
28 % and 34 % mid-programme and programme comple-
tion respectively.

In their study of adolescent males and females (15±17
years old), Ambler et al. (1998) allocated subjects to a
control or training group. The protocol for the training
group consisted of 90 % aerobic or endurance type
activities and ran over a 5-week period. The control
subjects participated in a computer workshop that was
running concurrently with the training sessions. Total EE
was measured over a 10 d period beginning in the fourth
week of training and a diet record was kept over the last 3 d
of measurement. In the control group no significant
difference was reported between EI and EE, however, for
the training groups EI was found be less than their EE
(11 % for males and 27 % for females). This finding was
the same across genders and there was no weight loss
during the study for any of the groups. These aforemen-
tioned studies therefore suggest that under-reporting is also
associated with subjects making a transition from one EE to
another.

Military and trekking expeditions

Although the two subject groups, military personnel and
trekking explorers, are not identical, studies using these
subjects will be addressed together in this section. This is
due to the fact that the nature of these undertakings place
certain limitations on the subjects' food consumption in
most of these investigations. With respect to the military
studies, food ration packs of known energy content are
supplied to the subjects, and in most cases little or no
external food can be or is consumed. For the expedition
groups, and in some instances the military groups, a
subject's food consumption is often limited to what they
can carry. So although subjects may be allowed to consume
food ad libitum in some of these studies, there are logistical
restrictions on the type and amount of foods available. It
may therefore be argued that although the subjects
participating these activities are free-living with respect
to EE, they are not necessarily under free-living conditions
with respect to EI.

DeLany et al. (1989) measured the EI and EE of sixteen
special forces soldiers randomly allocated to a lightweight
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ration group (containing a maximum of 8´28 MJ/d) or a
ready-to-eat meal group (containing a maximum 16´82 MJ/
d) over a 4-week period. All food rations were supplied for
both groups, however, the ready-to-eat meal group was
limited by the amount they could carry into the field due to
space and weight considerations. Hence, they were free to
choose which individual food items were taken and carried
1 weeks supply at a time. Both groups' missions included
reconnaissance, surveillance and electronic warfare for
25 d over hilly terrain. Over the 28 d period subjects were
dosed with DLW twice. After adjustment for changes in
body energy stores the combined EI of the two groups was
only 5 % less than DLW measured EE (14´06 MJ/d EI v.
14´56 MJ/d EE for the ready-to-eat group; 12´97 MJ/d EI v.
13´89 MJ/d EE for the lightweight ration group). The
similarity between the two measures seen in this study was
probably due to the supplying of pre-weighed rations of
known energy content and thus taking away the need for
food weighing or recall. Other studies involving the supply
of rations to their subjects have also reported good
agreement between EI and EE after adjusting for changes
in body energy stores (Forbes-Ewan et al. 1989; Hoyt et al.
1991, 1994). The findings of Forbes-Ewan et al. (1989)
actually indicated an overestimated EI of 17´5 % compared
with their DLW measured EE result, however, the food
intake in this study involved the supply of rations and was
not subject reported. In addition, body energy reserves were
assessed using measurement of skinfold thickness, which
can be an imprecise measure of body composition
(Fogelholm et al. 1996; Kuczmarski, 1996; Hildreth et al.
1997; Reilly, 1998).

In contrast to the aforementioned findings, when food
rations are not supplied and soldiers are allowed to eat ad
libitum, under-reporting is prevalent. Burstein et al. (1996)
assessed the ability to self-report EI in soldiers performing
military activities under both cold and hot conditions.
Fourteen male infantry soldiers, aged between 19±20 years,
participated in the winter study and ten in the summer
study. Both groups were exposed to similar activities over
the 12 d study period. The self-reported EI was 33 % and
23 % less than EE in the winter and summer groups,
respectively, and changes in body weight did not explain
the difference between the two measures. Thus, although
the winter and summer phases differed in temperature by
over 308C, under-reporting occurred in both groups and
was, therefore, not influenced by seasonality.

Under-reporting by soldiers in cold climates has also
been documented by other authors (King et al. 1992; Jones
et al. 1993). Jones et al. (1993), investigating the
effectiveness of food rations to meet energy needs in cold
environments, measured the EE and EI of ten soldiers
during a 10 d field exercise in the Canadian Arctic. In this
study, subjects were provided with field rations but also had
unlimited access to supplemental foods. As determined by
the DLW method, the EE of the infantrymen was
18´06 MJ/d over the testing period. In contrast, the self-
reported EI assessed by food records was 11´02 MJ/d.
Hence, EI was misreported by 239 %. Although body
weight was lost over the study period the authors state that
even if all weight lost was assumed to be fat mass, the
degree of mismatch of EE and EI could not be explained by

this alone, and thus, it was probable that the discrepancy
was influenced by under-reporting.

Research has shown that weight loss is a well
documented phenomenon that occurs during high-altitude
expeditions (Boyer & Blume, 1984; Guilland & Klepping,
1985; Rose et al. 1988). It is, however, not known to what
extent this weight loss is due to a deficit in EI as studies
have detailed that the under-reporting of EI also occurs
under these conditions.

Three base-camp personnel and seven climbers partici-
pated in an energy balance study during exposure to high
altitudes of between 5300 and 8848 m above sea level
(Reynolds et al. 1999). EI was assessed using daily food
records over a 9-week period and EE was measured using
DLW on two separate occasions of 3-weeks duration
during this time period. Of the ten subjects, two were dosed
with DLW at both the beginning 3-week period and before
the final 3-week period. After adjustment for changes in
body weight the EI value reported by the base-camp
personnel (10´50 MJ/d) and the climbers (20´63/d) respec-
tively, was 23 % and 8´6 % less than their measured EE
(13´70 MJ/d; 22´57 MJ/d). Thus, as with other studies
previously mentioned, the loss of body weight could not
solely explain the apparent negative energy balance and
hence, under-reporting was a factor.

Stager et al. (1992) have reported similar results in their
abstract detailing a climb on Mount McKinley, AK, USA.
Although data from this study has also been presented
elsewhere (Stager et al. 1995), information regarding the
investigation's methodology is limited. However, from the
results presented it is still possible to detect the presence of
under-reporting with respect to the EI data. Assuming the
loss of body weight that occurred in the group of six
climbers had an energy density equivalent to that of mixed
tissue (30 KJ/g) (Food and Agriculture Organization/World
Health Organization/United Nations University, 1985), the
difference between the subjects' adjusted EI and measured
EE was 6´34 MJ/d. Thus, as a group the climbers under-
estimated their EI by 23 %.

Minor errors, however, in the assessment of changes in
body energy stores may substantially effect energy balance
equations (Jones et al. 1993) and thus in turn effect the
detection of under-reporting. A case study by Stroud et al.
(1993) of two men attempting to walk to the North Pole
reported a mismatch between EI and EE of 29 % and
223 % for each subject, respectively. A confounding
factor in this study was that the accurate measurement of
body weight change may have been compromised by fluid
retention, as both subjects had peripheral pitting oedema at
the conclusion of the investigation. Even a small amount of
fluid retention of 1 litre/d may lead to a potential error of
0´83 MJ/d in the overall estimation of EE (Stroud et al.
1993). Burstein et al. (1996) suggest that a temporary
disturbance of fluid balance may also have affected their
results as their subjects' final body weight was not
measured until 36 h upon return to base camp. These
papers illustrate the importance of accurately assessing
changes in body energy stores when attempting to isolate
under-reporting.

Westerterp et al. (1992a) suggest that after adjustment
for changes in body weight and composition, their subjects
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did not under-report EI during a climb on Mount Everest.
The authors state that the subjects having to carry their own
food in conjunction with close supervision was responsible
for the prevention of under-reporting in this group.
However, the fact that several methods were used for the
assessment of alterations in energy stores, in particular
isotope dilution, may have also played a role. Many of the
aforementioned studies in this present section showing a
good agreement between EI and EE report using isotope
dilution to assess energy store change. This may therefore
be important for these populations as it was previously
mentioned that fluid homeostasis may be disturbed during
trekking and the isotope-dilution technique is more
sensitive to changes in body fluid status.

A further study by Westerterp et al. (1994) indicated that
malnutrition rather than under-reporting was responsible
for the difference between EI and EE in six men and
women during a stay at the summit of Mount Sajama,
Bolivia (6542 m). Changes in body composition over the
testing period were however estimated using skinfold
thickness measurements and as previously mentioned,
these can be an imprecise (Fogelholm et al. 1996;
Kuczmarski, 1996; Hildreth et al. 1997; Reilly, 1998). In
addition, it has been suggested that the use of skinfold
thickness measurements is not appropriate in high altitude
conditions due to altitude oedema (Fulco et al. 1992).
Westerterp et al. (1994) also examined protein balance to
estimate changes in body composition (i.e. fat-free mass),
however, the authors state that this method may also be
problematic due to decreased hydration of fat-free mass at
altitude.

Under-reporting and diet assessment methods

It must be noted that all of the papers mentioned earlier
have used many different commonly employed forms of
dietary assessment. This therefore indicates the under-
reporting of food intake is not confined to only one method
of obtaining dietary information but occurs across all
techniques (Black et al. 1995).

Reasons for under-reporting

Although many of the DLW studies cited earlier have
elucidated reasons for under-reporting, additional insight
on the phenomenon can be gained by examining non-DLW
research as well. Thus, the following sections on the
characteristics of under-reporters and mechanisms for
under-reporting are not restricted to investigations using
DLW alone, but also includes studies using psychological
inventories, diet assessment techniques and cut-off values
for the EI:BMR ratio.

Characteristics of under-reporters

As some studies have found accurate reports of energy
requirements in lean individuals but not in the obese
(Prentice et al. 1986), it was originally believed under-
reporting was associated with increased adiposity. This
belief is supported by many studies which show that under-
reporting becomes more dramatic as body weight increases

(Prentice et al. 1986; Bandini et al. 1990; Schoeller, 1990;
Lichtman et al. 1992; Heitmann, 1993; Briefel et al. 1997;
Lafay et al. 1997; Price et al. 1997; Johnson et al. 1998;
Taren et al. 1999). Similarly, other studies have shown an
association between increased body size and under-
reporting, as prevalence increases with higher BMI
(Kretsch et al. 1999; Kroke et al. 1999; Tomoyasu et al.
1999). However, it has since been discovered that the
underestimation of dietary intake is not confined to obese
people and that other factors are involved.

Black et al. (1995) suggested under-reporting in post-
obese subjects was related to dieting and dietary restraint.
Lafay et al. (1997) also reported a similar association in
lean individuals with weight stability who misrepresent
food intake and other studies have found repeated food
restriction is a characteristic of obese subjects as well
(Briefel et al. 1997; Kretsch et al. 1999). It was found by
Bathalon et al. (2000) that restrained eaters under-reported
food intake to a greater degree than unrestrained eaters.
Restrained eating or dietary restraint may be defined as the
tendency to consciously control food intake in order to
assist weight loss or prevent weight gain (Lafay et al.
1997). All the aforementioned groups may perceive the
need to diet due to increased concerns about their body
weight and poor body image.

The underestimation of food intake has been found more
prevalent in women than men and thus is also related to
gender (Johnson et al. 1994; Briefel et al. 1997; Price et al.
1997). This finding has been linked to the increased
prevalence of weight consciousness and thus dietary
restraint in this group. Low educational achievement has
also been associated with under-reporting (Price et al.
1997), and reporting accuracy has been shown to improve
with higher levels of literacy (Johnson et al. 1998). In
addition, smoking and socio-economic characteristics
including low social class of origin and current employ-
ment status are also related to under-reporting in women
but not in men (Price et al. 1997).

For some individuals living arrangements may be
commensurate with under-reporting. For example, elderly
persons living with someone other than a spouse may be
financially limited to purchasing and consuming less
expensive foods that may be high in fat (Tomoyasu et al.
1999). Hence, any under-reporting of these energy-dense
foods will substantially affect the matching of EI with EE.
Correspondingly, financial constraints may also be a factor
in under-reporting in young age groups as well. Middle-
aged women falling into the category of low-income status
have been also shown to misrepresent their EI (Johnson
et al. 1998).

Proposed mechanisms for under-reporting

Although the actual mechanisms for the phenomenon of
under-reporting are not known, several ideas have been put
forward (Price et al. 1997). Lack of motivation on the
subject's behalf is one such explanation. One may
therefore suspect the poor accuracy associated with diet
assessment methods could be due to the subjects
perceiving food reporting to be a burden (Livingstone
et al. 1992; Beerman & Dittus, 1993; Martin et al. 1996).
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However, under-reporting is not confined to selected diet-
analysis techniques but occurs indiscriminately across all
types, simple or complex. This suggests factors other than just
motivation are involved and these are outlined as follows.

Errors in recording food intake may be deliberate or
subconscious. Some individuals may see the filling in of
nutritional records as an opportunity to diet and subse-
quently decrease their food consumption over the survey
period (Schoeller, 1990; Black et al. 1995; Price et al.
1997; Bellisle et al. 1998). Subjects may therefore omit
items from their diet that seem too troublesome or
`naughty' to describe in a diary. Further, in contrast to
individuals who generally feel increased hunger, some
persons may under-eat due to a less active hunger drive and
hence the burden of compiling a diet record overrides the
need to eat (Bathalon et al. 2000). Although this may occur
in studies where weight changes have been observed in
participants, the fact that on most occasions EI is
substantially lower than expenditure without alterations in
body weight, suggests that the under-recording of food
consumption is a more likely explanation for discrepancies
in intake and expenditure (Davies et al. 1994). This may be
manifested as denial of consumption, under-reporting
eating occasions, misrepresenting the quantity eaten per
occasion, or a combination of these (Becker et al. 1999).

Under some conditions it seems that under-reporting
may be inevitable and is somewhat linked to the nature of
the activity itself. Troops performing military manoeuvres
may be unexpectedly called away for duty or field exercises
and the tight military schedule does not always allow for
organised meals (Burstein et al. 1996). The subjects may
therefore be focused on matters other than the accurate
compiling of dietary records. This last factor may also play
a role in the under-reporting of EI that occurs when subjects
are at high altitudes. It is believed that the lack of energy
balance witnessed under these conditions may be due in
part to a preferential focus on survival and/or diminished
cognition (Reynolds et al. 1999). Although these reasons
for under-reporting may be valid in these special groups it
is doubtful whether they are a viable explanation for the
general population.

Memory disturbance may possibly be a frequent cause of
under-reporting, especially in the elderly (Pannemans &
Westerterp, 1993; Lafay et al. 1997). Keeping a dietary
record or completing a questionnaire may be exceedingly
difficult in this population due to poor vision, hearing, and/
or comprehensive skills in conjunction with poor recent
memory. This may be a possible explanation for inaccurate
nutritional records in older persons, however, it has not
been recognized as a common cause for under-reporting in
younger individuals.

One of the most prevalent mechanisms for under-
reporting in most age groups is `attitude to food' (Aaron
et al. 1994; Black et al. 1995; Price et al. 1997). A person's
attitude toward food and its consumption is influenced by
many factors including body image, weight consciousness,
dietary restraint and social expectations. In most cases all
of the aforementioned are inter-linked.

Disturbance of body image and preoccupation with
weight which manifests itself in guilt about eating and
dietary restraint is commonly reported in girls and women

of all fitness levels (Livingstone et al. 1992). Thus, in
groups where thinness is important and low EI is viewed as
favourable, under-reporting is prevalent. Hill & Davies
(1999) and Davies et al. (1997) found classical ballet
dancers and young gymnasts, respectively, underestimated
their self-reported EI. For both these populations the
aesthetic nature of the activity places a great emphasis on
low body weight and thus is often a determinant of success.
Edwards et al. (1993) reported heavier female runners were
less satisfied with their bodies and displayed greater
discrepancies between EI and EE than their lighter
counterparts. Similarly, Livingstone et al. (1992) suggested
guilt about eating and poor body image is highly developed
in adolescent girls and is therefore associated with
increased under-reporting when compared with boys of
the same age.

Pressures on women, and in more recent years men, to
conform to an `ideal' body image is an underlying reason
behind many problems associated with dietary intake data
(Price et al. 1997). Errors in reporting intake accurately
may therefore be due to subjects citing intakes that are
similar to the expectations for the population. Thus, due to
cultural expectations, women in developing nations may
under-report their intakes so as to conform to the traditional
female role (Schoeller, 1990; Price et al. 1997). Athletes
may be in denial with respect to actual food consumption
and report intakes similar to their non-athletic peers, and
likewise, obese individuals conform to society's expecta-
tions by reporting intakes similar to lean persons (Schoel-
ler, 1990). In a study by Taren et al. (1999) five different
psychological inventories were administered to their
subjects and social desirability was found to be the most
strongly associated measure with under-reporting.

Conclusions

The DLW technique has shown that EI derived from all
methods of food recording can be an imprecise measure
that is substantially under-reported in most subject groups.
The inaccurate reporting of dietary intake has important
implications when attempting to analyse food records and
thus any results should be interpreted with caution. It is
now known that factors including increased adiposity and/
or body size, dieting and dietary restraint, gender, socio-
economic status, motivation, social expectations and the
nature of the testing environment itself, all play a role in
under-reporting. Knowledge of these characteristics and
mechanisms can help to target populations at risk of under-
reporting and therefore enable the process of dietary
assessment to be a more useful tool. Awareness is the
key to overcoming under-reporting so that strategies, for
example the use of questionnaires or psychological
inventories that profile the aforementioned factors relating
to under-reporting, become standard practice in conjunction
with measures of EI.
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